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Inside sales is the fastest growing sales channel due to its cost effective nature. An inside sales
rep can handle far more contacts on a daily basis than their field sales counterpart. If you are a
“C” level executive with responsibility for delivering revenue, you cannot afford to overlook the
rules contained in this fast-paced, powerful, book.‘42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside
Sales Team: Actionable Guide to Creating Inside Sales Teams that Deliver Quantum Results’ will
help you and your team understand:The key elements required to build a high-velocity inside
sales team that will accelerate your revenue.The different types of inside sales teams you can
leverage, how and where to staff them, and the types of tools that are required for them to
operate effectively.The importance of a common sales language, consistent processes and
clearly defined weekly metrics.With the popularity of inside sales skyrocketing, so is the demand
for inside sales talent. Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk prepare you with the info you need to make
smart choices when building a high-velocity inside sales team; This includes recognizing the
specialized skills required to manage and lead an inside sales team, understanding the skills
required of an ideal inside sales rep, and quantifying the cost of a bad hire. Pick up this book and
see for yourself the value that these rules will help you bring to your organization.

From the PublisherEach chapter contains tips to help make a great first impression, enhance
customer interaction and retain and strengthen client relationships through excellent customer
service over the telephone.From the AuthorBeyond "Hello" is a great resource beneficial to
individuals, organizations and associations throughout the U.S. This book won 1st place in the
business category of the Colorado Independent Publishers Association (CIPA) Book
Awards.About the AuthorJeannie DavisAn expert in telephone communication and customer
service, Jeannie has worked with many Fortune 500 companies and trained thousands of
people to maximize the power of their #1 business communication tool. Her customer-service-
oriented telephone skills training programs include workshops, seminars and keynote
presentations beneficial to organizations and associations throughout the U.S. Program
participants around the country recognize her genuine passion for encouraging people to make
beneficial changes-and showing them how to do it.Jeannie is a member of the National
Speakers Association and its Colorado Chapter. The diversity of her clients and audiences
demonstrates the value of professional telephone skills training for businesses where oral
communication is a major requisite for success. Her client list includes: BlueCross BlueShield,
Federal Reserve Bank, Lucent Technologies, Norwest Banks, Group Health Cooperative, Johns
Manville Corporation, Carlson Wagonlit Travel, IKON Management Solutions and TCI
Communications.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Foreword First
Impressions Are Nine-Tenths of Reality When you meet someone face-to-face, your appearance



will determine the impression you make. Many people appear confident on the telephone
because they don't have to worry about the visual image they are presenting. However, there are
advantages and disadvantages to communicating via the telephone because while certain
characteristics are disclosed others remain invisible. This is why it's important to present as
complete a picture of yourself as possible when working on the telephone. First impressions are
difficult to achieve when only our audible senses are at work. You communicate at about 40% of
your ability when on the telephone because your facial expressions and gesticulations cannot be
seen. Yet, there are many characteristics that do come across. To effectively create a good first
impression on the telephone, you need to be aware of these characteristics. People do form an
opinion of you based on the way you present yourself on the telephone. Though you appreciate
the anonymity this medium presents, you still must be aware of the image you are presenting. I
have asked clients and workshop participants to identify characteristics they feel help make a
good impression when meeting someone face-to-face. It's no surprise that appearance and
attitude are among the first on the list. Responses include the following characteristics:
Appearance, Articulate, Attentiveness, Attitude, Body Language, Confidence, Courteousness,
Demeanor, Eye Contact, Friendliness, Good Listener, Greeting, Handshake, Helpfulness,
Informative, Name(s, Pleasantness, Posture, Rate of Speech, Recall Ability, Responsiveness,
Sincerity, Smile, Vocal Tone,The responses to what characteristics help make a good first
impression over the telephone are very similar. Whether communicating by telephone or face-to-
face interaction, both offer the same challenge and both are difficult to master. Based on the list
of face-to-face characteristics, use the exercise below to compare how they impact your ability to
make a good first impression over the telephone. Check the characteristic you feel helps to
make a good first impression over the telephone: _____ Responsiveness_____ Confidence
_____ Demeanor_____ Rate of speech _____ Greeting_____ Name(s) _____ Attitude_____
Eye contact _____ Appearance_____ Informative _____ Vocal Tone_____ Posture _____ Good
Listener_____ Courteousness _____ Handshake_____ Pleasantness _____ Body
language_____ Recall Ability _____ Articulate_____ Friendliness _____ Smile_____
Attentiveness _____ Sincerity_____ Helpfulness How many characteristics did you select?
______ Any surprises? Are you amazed that nearly all face-to-face characteristics are
transferable to basic telephone communication? They're transferable because the majority of
these characteristics are related to your attitude. Remember, if communicating over the
telephone, your customers can't see your smile or how well-dressed you are. They can't make
eye contact with you or exchange a nice, firm handshake. So if you want to make a good first
impression over the telephone, you must learn to display these characteristics in your voice.
Which of the above characteristics would help you improve your telephone communication
skills? 1.__________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________
3.__________________________________________________________ Make certain these
characteristics can be heard in your voice. This foreword gives you an overview of the practical



applications you will find throughout this book. Each chapter is filled with useful tips, tools,
exercises and examples you can use to improve your telephone personality. But remember, it all
starts with your attitude.Read more
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42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales TeamActionable Guide to Creating Inside
Sales Teams that Deliver Quantum ResultsBy Lori L. Harmonand Debbi S. FunkE-mail:
info@superstarpress.com20660 Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 210Cupertino, CA 95014Copyright
© 2014 by Lori Harmon and Debbi FunkAll rights reserved. No part of this book shall be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any means electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording, or otherwise without written permission from the publisher.Published
by Super Star Press™, a THiNKaha® imprint20660 Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 210, Cupertino,
CA 95014TrademarksAll terms mentioned in this book that are known to be trademarks or
service marks have been appropriately capitalized. THiNKaha® nor any of its imprints, can
attest to the accuracy of this information. Use of a term in this book should not be regarded as
affecting the validity of any trademark or service mark.Warning and DisclaimerEvery effort has
been made to make this book as complete and as accurate as possible. The information
provided is on an “as is” basis. The author(s), publisher, and its agents assume no responsibility
for errors or omissions nor assume liability or responsibility to any person or entity with respect
to any loss or damages arising from the use of information contained herein.Praise for This
Book“Lori and Debbi prove that they know how to build a high-velocity inside sales team. They
make it clear that building an inside sales team is not a one-size-fits-all process. Although every
team has to have some common key elements like tools, systems, and processes, it takes a
strategic approach to put it together and build a successful team.”John Stringer, CEO, Producers
Forum, Former CEO, Wyse Technology“Inside sales is a category that a few years ago did not
exist. Now the hiring of inside sales reps versus outside sales is 10:1. In order to build an inside
sales team properly, you need to know how. 42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales
Team outlines the process that will enable you to create a competitive differentiator that will
deliver revenue and value to your company significantly faster than traditional sales models.”Lars
Leckie, Managing Partner, Hummer Winblad“I have found it extremely important to coach,
inspire, and mentor your employees to maximize their individual success and that of the team. In
42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales Team, Lori and Debbi do a great job coaching
managers through building a high-velocity inside sales team. They point out the importance of
taking the time to work with individual reps to help each of them achieve their career
goals.”Robert Fioretti, Business/Success Coach, Co-author, Discover Your Inner Strength,
Keynote Speaker and Owner of Infinite Possibilities LLC“In today’s economy, innovation isn’t just
for products; it extends to your distribution model. Inside sales is leading the way in terms of
innovation and breaking the traditional sales rules. 42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside
Sales Team gives you the knowledge to successfully execute an innovative sales channel
strategy.”Dr. Cheemin Bo-Linn, President, Peritus Partners, Former Vice President, IBM“Being
strategic about how to leverage an inside sales channel has never been so critical. This is a
timely book. Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk understand how to effectively build high-velocity



inside sales teams.”Mark McLaughlin, CEO, Palo Alto Networks“Lori and Debbi have written a
comprehensive guide for building a high-velocity inside sales team. Until now, this information
has never been consolidated into a single, easy-to-read handbook. In about an hour you can find
out the key elements required and steps to take to build an effective, productive, fired-up inside
sales team.”Shelley McNary, Senior Director of Inside Sales, Coveo“At a time when executives
face increased pressure to generate more revenue at a lower cost, Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk
show CEOs and sales leaders how to build a cost-effective, highly productive sales model.”Sally
Pera, CEO, Association for Corporate Growth, Silicon Valley Chapter“Companies that excel at
growing recurring revenue significantly outperform their competitors. In fact, over the past year,
these companies grew revenues 20 percent faster and enjoyed 25 percent higher profit margins
than their Fortune 1000 peers. Inside sales is the perfect channel for managing your recurring
revenue stream. 42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales Team is the how-to guide for
building high performing in-house teams to deliver these outstanding results.”Christine Heckart,
EVP, Strategy, Marketing, People & Systems, ServiceSource“Mentoring and coaching by a front-
line manager are critical to the success of your inside sales team! Lori and Debbi describe the
importance of this process and other key management aspects of leading a high-velocity inside
sales team.”Ingrid B. Steinbergs, Worldwide Vice President, Inside Sales, HPSW, Hewlett-
Packard Company“Inside sales is exploding in growth and the learning curve comes with that.
This complex and always changing profession needs direction and that’s why 42 Rules for
Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales Team is a perfect guide. Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk bring
their 40+ years of combined knowledge of leadership and subject-matter expertise in developing
this book. You are in good hands with their recommendations and my first rule is to READ
IT!!!”Josiane Chriqui Feigon, President and CEO, TeleSmart Communications“Having witnessed
Lori and Debbi manage their inside sales teams, it’s fabulous to see that they have encapsulated
their own success factors in such a great and easy ‘how-to’ book.”Ron Sacchi, Business and
Organizational Change Consultant“42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales Team is
one of those rare books that give you actionable strategies, steps, and examples that will help
define your approach and, ultimately, the value of your inside sales team. This is a must-
read!”Sally Duby, Vice-President of SMB Sales, Microsoft, Former President Phoneworks“This
easy-to-read book nets out the key factors you need to know for setting up, leading, and
optimizing a high-performance inside sales team. Read it and prosper.”Jill Konrath, Author,
SNAP Selling, Selling to Big Companies“42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales
Team is a great resource! It’s a truly useful book for executives and sales leaders looking to
assemble a high-velocity inside sales team. Inside, you’ll learn from real-world experiences,
what it takes to create a successful inside sales team.”Jill Rowley, Social Selling Evangelist,
OracleDedicationFor our families who have supported us during the book-writing process, even
when it meant sacrificing time with them.AcknowledgmentsWriting a book is both a fun and
fulfilling experience. It also happens to be a lot of work! It is not a project that we could have
done by ourselves.Without the mentors that gave us our first opportunity to work in inside sales,



this book would never have come about. For Lori, that was Dick Lewis, who believed in her and
gave her a number of professional opportunities, including leading her first inside sales team.
For Debbi, this was her father, the late Ralph Soden, who supported her leaving the family
business to pave her own way as an inside sales professional.We are fortunate to have worked
with so many talented professionals through our careers. It is our network that we leaned upon
as we embarked on this journey. A big “thank you” to Shelley McNary and Lisa Sousa, who were
our original sounding boards before embarking on this book. It isn’t all work!Along the way we
got some much appreciated help from Erin Smith, Lauriel Spooner, Eskander Matta, Joe Fraser,
Jenna Green, and Mark Duncan. We can’t thank them enough for stepping in when we needed
to push through the mental hurdles.We had some very aggressive deadlines. We relied upon a
responsive network to provide us with reviews, feedback, quotes, and endorsements. Many
thanks to Dr. Cheemin Bo-Linn, Marina Donovan, Sally Duby, Josiane Feigon, Robert Fioretti,
Liz Gelb-O’Connor, Michael Halper, Christine Heckart, Mike LaBelle, Laurie Lacey, Lars Leckie,
Jill Konrath, Ken Krogue, Mark McLaughlin, Brian Mory, Sally Pera, Angela Raggio, Jill Rowley,
Lori Rush, Ron Sacchi, Ingrid Steinbergs, David Sterenfield, and John Stringer.Finally, we want
to thank our families, Stephen, Giovanna, Gabriella, Greg, Kevin, and Collin, who encourage
and inspire us to push our limits and to try new things, like writing a book!
ContentsIntroductionRule 1 Rules Are Meant to Be BrokenSection I Strategy, Planning, and
AlignmentRule 2 Have a Go-to-Market StrategyRule 3 Understand the FunnelRule 4 Know What
Type of Team You NeedRule 5 Don’t Be Afraid to Ask for Expert AdviceRule 6 Choose Your
LocationRule 7 Inside Sales Should Report into SalesRule 8 Define Your Ideal Inside Sales Rep
QualificationsRule 9 Define a Qualified LeadRule 10 Allocate Resources to Qualify Inbound
LeadsRule 11 Establish Lead Scoring DefinitionsSection II Getting StartedRule 12 Hire a
Qualified LeaderRule 13 Invest in Sales 2.0 Productivity ToolsRule 14 Develop an Onboarding
ProcessRule 15 Set and Monitor MetricsRule 16 Adopt a Sales MethodologyRule 17 Arm Your
Inside Team with Scripts, Templates, and Professional CollateralRule 18 Feed the TeamRule 19
Link Compensation to Desired BehaviorsRule 20 Incent Inside and Outside Sales to Work
TogetherSection III Leading and ManagingRule 21 Motivate with ContestsRule 22 Inspire,
Coach, and MentorRule 23 Use and Monitor Social MediaRule 24 Smart Cold Calling
WorksRule 25 Closely Manage Your DealsRule 26 Forecast AccuratelyRule 27 Maximize Your
Recurring RevenueRule 28 Know How to Manage QuotasRule 29 Money Isn’t the Only
MotivatorRule 30 Avoid Time WastersRule 31 Run Effective MeetingsRule 32 Know the Cost of
a Bad HireRule 33 Develop an Ongoing Talent PoolSection IV OptimizingRule 34 Optimize Lead
ConversionRule 35 Appreciate the Value of Time ManagementRule 36 Combine Inside Sales
with Internet SalesRule 37 Perform Call Monitoring and Coaching on a Regular BasisRule 38
Gear Your Training to Inside SalesRule 39 Create a Culture of Communication and
FeedbackRule 40 It Is a Company-Wide EffortRule 41 Be Willing to AdjustRule 42 These Are My
Rules What Are Yours?Appendices GlossaryAppendix A Expert ResourcesAppendix B
Onboarding Sample ScheduleAppendix C Productivity MetricsAppendix D Social



MediaAppendix E Phone Call Coaching TipsAuthors About the AuthorsYour Rules 42 Rules
ProgramBooks Other Happy About BooksForewordForeword by Ken Krogue, Founder and
President,The pragmatic definition of inside sales is simple: inside sales is remote sales.It has
been called virtual sales, professional sales done remotely, or, one of my favorites, “sales in the
cloud.” Whereas outside sales are done face-to-face, today most sales are being done
remotely.The term “inside sales” originally came about as an attempt to differentiate
“telemarketing” (or “telesales”) from the more complex, “high-touch,” phone-based, business-to-
business (B2B), and business-to-consumer (B2C) selling practices.Telemarketing is believed to
have begun in the 1950s. Dial America Marketing is reported to be the first company dedicated
to telephone sales and services. By the 1970s, “telemarketing” was a common term used to
describe selling over the phone. It often included outbound and inbound sales, but later became
more synonymous with calls to lists of names, stereotypically while the family is having dinner.By
the late 1990s, “inside sales” was the term used to differentiate the practice from outside sales—
the traditional face-to-face sales model where sales people traveled to the client’s location of
business.When I started my first inside sales team in 1991 at Franklin Covey, we were breaking
new ground. Outside sales was our primary sales channel.Since 1991, inside sales has become
a mainstream sales channel. In industries like management consulting, advertising/PR,
healthcare, and education, it has overtaken outside sales in terms of number of employees.In
2004, when Dave Elkington and I founded , we searched the keyword “inside sales” on Google,
and no one else was there. Today, tens of thousands of companies are trying to hire inside sales
reps. What was an experiment has become the fastest growing segment of sales and lead
generation.While inside sales is undeniably effective, it has caused conflicts between younger,
disruptive, more technically savvy upstarts selling over the phone, and existing outside
sales.Initially, inside sales was relegated to generating leads for the more senior outside sales
reps or merely closing the smaller account. Today, inside sales is a strategic imperative for
companies of all sizes, as it has become a high-velocity sales model that quickly delivers
significant revenue.Are you a CEO, CFO, or EVP responsible for sales management? If you are
not tracking the trends related to a high-velocity sales model, you run the risk of falling behind
your competitors. Don’t let that happen. Take an hour to read this book, and share it with friends
and colleagues in your profession. Consider how building a high-velocity inside sales team could
benefit your organization and keep you ahead of your competitors.Executive education is critical
when building a high-velocity sales team. The rapid growth of inside sales has created a
situation where the demand for talent exceeds the supply. Being familiar with the concepts that
are covered in this book will help you to find the right talent to lead your high-velocity sales
organization and understand whether they are taking the right steps to build and lead the team.If
you are reading this book and are directly involved with setting sales strategies and processes
within your organization, carve out a small group within your sales organization as your test
case. Use this book to educate yourself on the concepts, methods, and processes ascribed to
the high-velocity sales model, and start applying some or all of the elements of this model to



your test team. Compare the results and ROI to your other sales teams to see the benefits of the
high-velocity sales model.There are many sources where one can glean information on how to
build a high-velocity inside sales team. Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk have combined their real-
life experiences and thought leadership with interviews of other industry experts into a single,
easy-to-read book. They have taken a complex process that would take years to learn through
experience and reduced it into 42 short, to-the-point rules. These rules give you or your selected
inside sales leader a clear path for building a high-velocity inside sales team that will quickly
deliver results to your bottom line.IntroductionTraditionally, sales has been focused on outside
sales reps. These reps had seemingly unlimited expense accounts—they were road warriors
traveling over 50 percent of the time to close BIG deals. Sales cycles were long and
measurements were quarterly—often resulting in end-of-quarter surprises if a large deal did not
close.Inside sales has broken all of the traditional sales rules.“Inside sales” originated as a term
in the 1980s to differentiate these reps from outside sales reps. Initially, many people were
skeptical that it would work. They believed you had to be meeting with a prospect face-to-face,
taking them out to play golf, and wining and dining them. In 1995, when I built my first inside
sales team, most of my time was spent selling the concept internally and convincing the outside
sales team that it would be to their benefit. Outside sales said it would not work. Outside sales
was angry because it was eating into their budget. Outside sales was concerned that it would
impact their commissions and disenfranchise their customers and prospects.However, the
concept of a lower-cost sales channel was appealing to company executives. Inside sales reps
were paid less money, did not need to travel or have big expense accounts. They could contact
significantly more prospects and have more prospect meetings on a daily basis. They were
measured on weekly and monthly metrics, which improved forecasting accuracy. Fortunately, the
executives at the company where I worked were very supportive of building an inside sales team
and it paid off as the team grew revenue from $0 to $50 million in two years. According to John
Stringer, currently CEO of Producer’s Forum and former CEO of Wyse Technology, “Even though
I had developed several traditional outside sales forces and, in 1995, was an EVP of Worldwide
Sales, I could see early on that inside sales would be a game-changer. With their cost-effective
nature and ability to touch so many more customers and prospects on a daily basis, it was clear
inside sales would break the rules of traditional sales models.”1As the tools evolved and inside
sales was given the ability to give presentations, online demos, and then have face-to-face
meetings with tools like Skype, there were very few traditional outside sales activities that they
could not complete from their desks.Then, buyers started driving the need for inside sales.
Buyers prefer to deal with a person via phone, email, or over the Internet. The process is more ef-
ficient for buyers so they are more productive.A 2009 Market Size Study2 by Info USA (as cited
by Krogue 2013) indicated that inside sales was growing at a rate of 15 times than that of
outside sales. With such a large jump in the number of inside sales reps, the BLS.gov & 2013
Market Size Study3 (also cited by Krogue 2013) from now shows that inside sales is growing
three times as fast as outside sales. In 2013, one million inside sales jobs will be added, which is



a 26 percent growth rate over 2012.4 Outside sales reps today spend significantly more time on
the phone and are beginning to take on many of the characteristics of inside sales reps. The
roles of outside sales and inside sales are coming together but the primary approach is
leveraging the phone, Internet, and key productivity tools (Rule 13) to sell.According to Lars
Leckie, Managing Partner at venture capital (VC) firm, Hummer Winblad,The new high-velocity
business model using inside sales is as big of a disrupter to sales as SaaS was to software. This
model is a competitive differentiator that will give companies a two-year lead in terms of their
growth rate versus the old outside sales model. Venture capitalists will not invest in a company
without a well-thought-out inside sales plan. Innovation isn’t just for products; companies need
innovation in sales too.5Rule 1Rules Are Meant to Be BrokenThe strategic nature of these
teams combined with the limited talent available has created a requirement for much more
hands-on management.This book provides you with rules for building a high-velocity inside
sales team that are based on our years of experience. They are proven and re-peatable.
However, it is important to note that every situation is not the same so there needs to be a
degree of flexibility.The concept of inside sales itself was a rule breaker. In more recent years
some of the rules about how to hire, structure, and manage an inside sales team have also been
broken.In Rule 8 you will read about hiring. At a time when the job market was highly
competitive, it was dif-ficult to find experienced inside sales people. At that time we searched to
hire junior reps that had some high technology sales experience and were looking for a career
path. The company’s internal recruiter was having a hard time sourcing candidates and we had
several open positions on the team. It was time to think outside the box. What skills were needed
for the position and what could be taught? We hired a candidate with sales experience, but he
was in the financial services industry. He was looking to get into high technology and was
motivated to learn. If he could successfully sell financial services, then chances are, he could
successfully sell other things too. Guess what? He could and he ended up being one of our most
successful hires. It is important to note in breaking this rule, extra onboarding and coaching was
necessary for him to become successful.Rule 6 talks about “virtual teams,” a concept that used
to be taboo. When inside sales teams were started, the best practice was to build centralized
teams at your corporate headquarters. Now distributed centralization and virtual teams are
common. This is due to the technology now available to enable teams and individuals to work
and be managed remotely.Speaking of technology, inside sales started being completely phone-
based. However, email, customer relationship management (CRM) systems, power dialers, web-
conferencing technology, and social media have fueled the explosion of the inside sales
profession. These services have given these reps numerous ways to find, connect, and
communicate with customers and prospects.The roles of inside sales reps have also broken the
original rules. In the beginning, an inside sales rep performed all functions, including lead
qualification, closing deals, and managing installed base accounts. Today, these functions have
been separated into three individual roles based on the fact that each one requires a different
skill set.Finally, the growth of inside sales has broken the rule of smiling, dialing, and reading



scripts. The strategic nature of these teams combined with the limited talent available has
created a requirement for much more hands-on management. Coaching and mentoring are
more important than ever in building highly motivated, effective, and engaged teams.While we
don’t recommend that you intentionally set out to break rules, sometimes you need to be flexible
to move forward. The business world is dynamic so very few situations are exactly the same. If
you need to break a rule, make sure you have considered the possible outcomes.What rules
have you broken with a positive outcome?Section IStrategy, Planning, and AlignmentYou are
considering building an inside sales team. Great! Before you start hiring, consider your goals
and objectives to effectively plan out your inside sales strategy. Know what kind(s) of inside
sales team(s) you plan to build and the profile of the candidates that will be hired.Rule 2Have a
Go-to-Market StrategyWe…proved that [inside sales] could win a high close rate at one-third the
cost and in one-third the time.Let’s face the facts; your product and/or service address a unique
market segment. You need to take a close look at what defines your target market and what
value you bring to it before determining if building an inside sales team is right for your company.
It is critical that every company has a go-to-market strategy.Start with a clear understanding of
the following:What products are you selling? One or many?Who is your customer/prospect—are
your sales business-to-business (B2B) or business-to-consumer (B2C)?Who is your
competition?What is their “go-to-market” strategy?What is their competitive advantage?What is
your competitive advantage?Once you answer these questions you can begin to design a sales
strategy, position your company to go to market, and win the game.Now let’s break it down by
buyer type—consumer or business?If your product is targeted at the consumer (B2C), then you
must consider the profile of your most likely buyer.GenderAgeDemographicWhat value does
your product provide?Where do they shop (retail, high-end department store, online, discount
stores)?What is your distribution method (direct sales, retail sales, channel distribution)?If you
are targeting a business (B2B) as your buyer, then the following needs to be determined.What
type of companies will purchase your products(large enterprises, small to medium businesses,
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), Value Added Resellers (VARs), Systems Integrators
(SIs), resellers, distributors, or a combination of all of these?What market verticals are you
targeting?What titles in the target companies will make the purchase decision? Will these titles
be reachable via telephone? For example, doctors are rarely available by phone and require a
face-to-face sales approach, whereas real estate agents are easy to reach; corporate contacts
are somewhere in between.What are your price points?What is your (estimated) average deal
size?What is your (estimated) length-of-sales cycle?How will you sell it? This is where your
channel strategy comes in.Armed with this information you will be able to determine if it makes
sense for your company to build an inside sales team. Inside sales teams are typically used in
the following situations:To uncover and qualify leads for outside sales, an inside sales team that
closes business, or recruits and manages channel partnersTo close deals over the phone
(typically up to $50,000 but this is not a hard and fast rule) with direct customers or through
channel partners.To team with an outside sales team to advance larger deals (greater than



$50,000) through the sales cycle.A great example of a company using their go-to-market
strategy to begin sales with an inside sales team is . When the company started they were
selling their SaaS customer relationship management (CRM) solution to small and medium
businesses. The price point and target market did not support having an outside sales team.
According to Marc Benioff in his book Behind the Cloud, “We … proved that [inside sales] could
win a high close rate at one-third the cost and in one-third the time as the traditional selling
model.”6Only when added enterprise accounts to their target market did they begin investing in
an outside sales force.As a rule, any organization can benefit from the economics of an inside
sales organization. The lower the average deal size and the shorter the sales cycle, the more it
makes sense to utilize an inside sales team.What is your go-to-market strategy?Rule
3Understand the FunnelThe sales funnel is a simple, visual representation of the sales
process.For those that have never been in sales, your sales funnel is a key component of
building your high-velocity inside sales team.The sales funnel is a simple, visual representation
of the sales process. The top is wide and it is where all of the inquiries flow into the funnel. The
middle is where your qualification takes place, and the bottom is your closed business being
converted into revenue.This traditional representation was meant to illustrate a simple
breakdown of sales stages, number and value of each opportunity in the funnel, and the
conversion rate between each sales stage. As technology, business models, and
communication preferences have changed, the funnel has become more complicated. Leads
and opportunities now flow in and out of the funnel at different stages of the process.At the very
top of the funnel, inquiries from potential buyers come in. These are then nurtured by marketing
until they become marketing qualified leads (MQLs). MQLs are passed to sales development for
live qualification. If they meet the qualification criteria they become sales qualified leads (SQLs).
SQLs get converted to opportunities and these move through the remainder of the sales
stages.Once an SQL is converted to an opportunity it becomes part of the sales pipeline. The
sales pipeline is the set of opportunities that have a potential to close at a specified date. The
total number of opportunities in the pipeline with a close date of the current quarter is called the
“current quarter pipeline.” The set of deals with close dates during future quarters is the “future
quarter pipeline.” The combination of the current quarter and future quarter pipeline deals is
considered “all pipeline.”The design of the sales funnel is to provide sales reps and sales
management with a visual of the company’s sales process. It also helps to identify trends and
performance associated with a lead going through the funnel and becoming a closed deal; in
other words, going through the pipeline.A basic sales funnel will show sales management a
picture of the pipeline opportunities broken down by sales stage (Rule 25). Sales management
can see how many opportunities their team is working on and what stages most opportunities
are in.Looking at a sales funnel over time will allow you to see if the number of opportunities are
growing or shrinking. Measuring conversion rates between each stage of the funnel and
between MQLs, SQLs, and closed deals will provide valuable metrics for forecasting and
budgeting for pipeline development requirements.The sales funnel allows sales management to



measure deal velocity, or how long an opportunity is in each sales stage. Knowing where
opportunities get slowed down is an area where improvements can be made to accelerate your
entire sales process.At one company, we determined that Sales Stage 2 and Sales Stage 5
were the stages that took the longest in the sales process. Sales Stage 2 was where success
criteria for the deal were established. Sales Stage 5 was the process where the contract was
negotiated. Since the longer of those two was the contracting process we decided to tackle that
one first to shorten the overall sales cycle. We made a number of improvements in both
automation and the approval process involving finance and legal. The end result was a 52
percent improvement in Stage 5 and a 20 percent improvement in the entire sales process,
taking the average sales cycle from eight months to six months.What does your sales funnel
look like?Rule 4Know What Type of Team You NeedOver the years inside sales has become
more specialized.When inside sales teams were first started, the inside sales reps would
perform all of the different selling tasks: lead identification and qualification, selling new business
and managing installed base accounts. Over the years inside sales has become more
specialized based on their targeted results and the different skills required to perform the various
functions.This rule defines the different types of inside sales teams that you should consider
when implementing a high-velocity inside sales channel.Sales or Business Development: in a
direct sales environment, the purpose of a sales development team is to increase revenue by
identifying and generating qualified leads that increase the number of opportunities in the
pipeline. These reps uncover qualified leads either by following up on or nurturing marketing
qualified leads (MQLs), leveraging social selling skills or cold calling. Once they identify a sales
qualified lead (SQL), the sales development rep (SDR) sets a meeting with the quali-fied lead
and the appropriate sales rep. SDRs do not close business.Channel Sales Development: SDRs
working primarily with channel partners have the same purpose as SDRs in a direct sales
environment. However, their responsibility is to indirectly increase revenue through channel
partners. Their activities may be expanded beyond those described above for direct sales SDRs.
SDRs supporting a channel sales model can be assigned to perform channel-specific
campaigns. These campaigns help onboard and ramp up a channel partner faster with the goal
of helping the partners become self-sufficient and able to close deals on their own. Examples
include: calling campaigns to the partner’s installed base or lead list to generate interest in new
products, hosting on-site partner visits so the partner can listen to the SDR calls, and/or help fill
seats at a partner event.Inside Sales: the purpose of inside sales is to remotely generate
revenue for the company by closing deals. These teams can be struc tured in several different
ways.If a company has deals with short sales cycles and low dollar values that can be closed in
one to two calls, MQLs can be passed directly to inside sales and closed. There is no need for
an SDR team.For longer sales cycles, inside sales would receive SQLs from SDRs. Depending
on the deal size (Rule 2) and buyer buying preferences, inside sales reps can then manage the
lead through the entire sales cycle and close the business. They may also be partnered with
outside sales reps and jointly manage the lead through the sales cycle (Rule 20).Inside sales



reps can be focused only on managing installed base accounts. This would include selling
additional products to installed base accounts and/or renewing installed base
contracts.Renewal sales can be separated into a renewals inside sales team (Rule 27).When
channel partners are involved, inside sales can manage prospects through the sales cycle and
then pass the deal to a channel partner for fulfillment. Channel inside sales make up 17 percent
of the inside sales models in today’s market.7Lead Researcher8 or Sales Enablement Reps: a
new inside sales role that is in its infancy is a lead researcher or sales enablement rep. These
reps clean and enhance the lead data with contact phone numbers and company information,
such as company size, number of employees, and other profile information. They may also clean
up installed base information and create quotes for renewal customers.42 Rules for Building a
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provided is on an “as is” basis. The author(s), publisher, and its agents assume no responsibility
for errors or omissions nor assume liability or responsibility to any person or entity with respect
to any loss or damages arising from the use of information contained herein.Praise for This
Book“Lori and Debbi prove that they know how to build a high-velocity inside sales team. They
make it clear that building an inside sales team is not a one-size-fits-all process. Although every
team has to have some common key elements like tools, systems, and processes, it takes a
strategic approach to put it together and build a successful team.”John Stringer, CEO, Producers
Forum, Former CEO, Wyse Technology“Inside sales is a category that a few years ago did not
exist. Now the hiring of inside sales reps versus outside sales is 10:1. In order to build an inside
sales team properly, you need to know how. 42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales
Team outlines the process that will enable you to create a competitive differentiator that will
deliver revenue and value to your company significantly faster than traditional sales models.”Lars
Leckie, Managing Partner, Hummer Winblad“I have found it extremely important to coach,
inspire, and mentor your employees to maximize their individual success and that of the team. In
42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales Team, Lori and Debbi do a great job coaching
managers through building a high-velocity inside sales team. They point out the importance of
taking the time to work with individual reps to help each of them achieve their career
goals.”Robert Fioretti, Business/Success Coach, Co-author, Discover Your Inner Strength,
Keynote Speaker and Owner of Infinite Possibilities LLC“In today’s economy, innovation isn’t just
for products; it extends to your distribution model. Inside sales is leading the way in terms of
innovation and breaking the traditional sales rules. 42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside
Sales Team gives you the knowledge to successfully execute an innovative sales channel
strategy.”Dr. Cheemin Bo-Linn, President, Peritus Partners, Former Vice President, IBM“Being
strategic about how to leverage an inside sales channel has never been so critical. This is a
timely book. Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk understand how to effectively build high-velocity
inside sales teams.”Mark McLaughlin, CEO, Palo Alto Networks“Lori and Debbi have written a
comprehensive guide for building a high-velocity inside sales team. Until now, this information
has never been consolidated into a single, easy-to-read handbook. In about an hour you can find
out the key elements required and steps to take to build an effective, productive, fired-up inside
sales team.”Shelley McNary, Senior Director of Inside Sales, Coveo“At a time when executives
face increased pressure to generate more revenue at a lower cost, Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk
show CEOs and sales leaders how to build a cost-effective, highly productive sales model.”Sally
Pera, CEO, Association for Corporate Growth, Silicon Valley Chapter“Companies that excel at
growing recurring revenue significantly outperform their competitors. In fact, over the past year,
these companies grew revenues 20 percent faster and enjoyed 25 percent higher profit margins
than their Fortune 1000 peers. Inside sales is the perfect channel for managing your recurring
revenue stream. 42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales Team is the how-to guide for
building high performing in-house teams to deliver these outstanding results.”Christine Heckart,
EVP, Strategy, Marketing, People & Systems, ServiceSource“Mentoring and coaching by a front-



line manager are critical to the success of your inside sales team! Lori and Debbi describe the
importance of this process and other key management aspects of leading a high-velocity inside
sales team.”Ingrid B. Steinbergs, Worldwide Vice President, Inside Sales, HPSW, Hewlett-
Packard Company“Inside sales is exploding in growth and the learning curve comes with that.
This complex and always changing profession needs direction and that’s why 42 Rules for
Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales Team is a perfect guide. Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk bring
their 40+ years of combined knowledge of leadership and subject-matter expertise in developing
this book. You are in good hands with their recommendations and my first rule is to READ
IT!!!”Josiane Chriqui Feigon, President and CEO, TeleSmart Communications“Having witnessed
Lori and Debbi manage their inside sales teams, it’s fabulous to see that they have encapsulated
their own success factors in such a great and easy ‘how-to’ book.”Ron Sacchi, Business and
Organizational Change Consultant“42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales Team is
one of those rare books that give you actionable strategies, steps, and examples that will help
define your approach and, ultimately, the value of your inside sales team. This is a must-
read!”Sally Duby, Vice-President of SMB Sales, Microsoft, Former President Phoneworks“This
easy-to-read book nets out the key factors you need to know for setting up, leading, and
optimizing a high-performance inside sales team. Read it and prosper.”Jill Konrath, Author,
SNAP Selling, Selling to Big Companies“42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales
Team is a great resource! It’s a truly useful book for executives and sales leaders looking to
assemble a high-velocity inside sales team. Inside, you’ll learn from real-world experiences,
what it takes to create a successful inside sales team.”Jill Rowley, Social Selling Evangelist,
OraclePraise for This Book“Lori and Debbi prove that they know how to build a high-velocity
inside sales team. They make it clear that building an inside sales team is not a one-size-fits-all
process. Although every team has to have some common key elements like tools, systems, and
processes, it takes a strategic approach to put it together and build a successful team.”John
Stringer, CEO, Producers Forum, Former CEO, Wyse Technology“Inside sales is a category that
a few years ago did not exist. Now the hiring of inside sales reps versus outside sales is 10:1. In
order to build an inside sales team properly, you need to know how. 42 Rules for Building a High-
Velocity Inside Sales Team outlines the process that will enable you to create a competitive
differentiator that will deliver revenue and value to your company significantly faster than
traditional sales models.”Lars Leckie, Managing Partner, Hummer Winblad“I have found it
extremely important to coach, inspire, and mentor your employees to maximize their individual
success and that of the team. In 42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales Team, Lori
and Debbi do a great job coaching managers through building a high-velocity inside sales team.
They point out the importance of taking the time to work with individual reps to help each of them
achieve their career goals.”Robert Fioretti, Business/Success Coach, Co-author, Discover Your
Inner Strength, Keynote Speaker and Owner of Infinite Possibilities LLC“In today’s economy,
innovation isn’t just for products; it extends to your distribution model. Inside sales is leading the
way in terms of innovation and breaking the traditional sales rules. 42 Rules for Building a High-



Velocity Inside Sales Team gives you the knowledge to successfully execute an innovative sales
channel strategy.”Dr. Cheemin Bo-Linn, President, Peritus Partners, Former Vice President,
IBM“Being strategic about how to leverage an inside sales channel has never been so critical.
This is a timely book. Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk understand how to effectively build high-
velocity inside sales teams.”Mark McLaughlin, CEO, Palo Alto Networks“Lori and Debbi have
written a comprehensive guide for building a high-velocity inside sales team. Until now, this
information has never been consolidated into a single, easy-to-read handbook. In about an hour
you can find out the key elements required and steps to take to build an effective, productive,
fired-up inside sales team.”Shelley McNary, Senior Director of Inside Sales, Coveo“At a time
when executives face increased pressure to generate more revenue at a lower cost, Lori
Harmon and Debbi Funk show CEOs and sales leaders how to build a cost-effective, highly
productive sales model.”Sally Pera, CEO, Association for Corporate Growth, Silicon Valley
Chapter“Companies that excel at growing recurring revenue significantly outperform their
competitors. In fact, over the past year, these companies grew revenues 20 percent faster and
enjoyed 25 percent higher profit margins than their Fortune 1000 peers. Inside sales is the
perfect channel for managing your recurring revenue stream. 42 Rules for Building a High-
Velocity Inside Sales Team is the how-to guide for building high performing in-house teams to
deliver these outstanding results.”Christine Heckart, EVP, Strategy, Marketing, People &
Systems, ServiceSource“Mentoring and coaching by a front-line manager are critical to the
success of your inside sales team! Lori and Debbi describe the importance of this process and
other key management aspects of leading a high-velocity inside sales team.”Ingrid B.
Steinbergs, Worldwide Vice President, Inside Sales, HPSW, Hewlett-Packard Company“Inside
sales is exploding in growth and the learning curve comes with that. This complex and always
changing profession needs direction and that’s why 42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside
Sales Team is a perfect guide. Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk bring their 40+ years of combined
knowledge of leadership and subject-matter expertise in developing this book. You are in good
hands with their recommendations and my first rule is to READ IT!!!”Josiane Chriqui Feigon,
President and CEO, TeleSmart Communications“Having witnessed Lori and Debbi manage their
inside sales teams, it’s fabulous to see that they have encapsulated their own success factors in
such a great and easy ‘how-to’ book.”Ron Sacchi, Business and Organizational Change
Consultant“42 Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales Team is one of those rare books
that give you actionable strategies, steps, and examples that will help define your approach and,
ultimately, the value of your inside sales team. This is a must-read!”Sally Duby, Vice-President of
SMB Sales, Microsoft, Former President Phoneworks“This easy-to-read book nets out the key
factors you need to know for setting up, leading, and optimizing a high-performance inside sales
team. Read it and prosper.”Jill Konrath, Author, SNAP Selling, Selling to Big Companies“42
Rules for Building a High-Velocity Inside Sales Team is a great resource! It’s a truly useful book
for executives and sales leaders looking to assemble a high-velocity inside sales team. Inside,
you’ll learn from real-world experiences, what it takes to create a successful inside sales



team.”Jill Rowley, Social Selling Evangelist, OracleDedicationFor our families who have
supported us during the book-writing process, even when it meant sacrificing time with
them.DedicationFor our families who have supported us during the book-writing process, even
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ProgramBooks Other Happy About BooksForewordForeword by Ken Krogue, Founder and
President,The pragmatic definition of inside sales is simple: inside sales is remote sales.It has
been called virtual sales, professional sales done remotely, or, one of my favorites, “sales in the
cloud.” Whereas outside sales are done face-to-face, today most sales are being done
remotely.The term “inside sales” originally came about as an attempt to differentiate
“telemarketing” (or “telesales”) from the more complex, “high-touch,” phone-based, business-to-
business (B2B), and business-to-consumer (B2C) selling practices.Telemarketing is believed to
have begun in the 1950s. Dial America Marketing is reported to be the first company dedicated
to telephone sales and services. By the 1970s, “telemarketing” was a common term used to
describe selling over the phone. It often included outbound and inbound sales, but later became
more synonymous with calls to lists of names, stereotypically while the family is having dinner.By
the late 1990s, “inside sales” was the term used to differentiate the practice from outside sales—
the traditional face-to-face sales model where sales people traveled to the client’s location of
business.When I started my first inside sales team in 1991 at Franklin Covey, we were breaking
new ground. Outside sales was our primary sales channel.Since 1991, inside sales has become
a mainstream sales channel. In industries like management consulting, advertising/PR,
healthcare, and education, it has overtaken outside sales in terms of number of employees.In
2004, when Dave Elkington and I founded , we searched the keyword “inside sales” on Google,
and no one else was there. Today, tens of thousands of companies are trying to hire inside sales
reps. What was an experiment has become the fastest growing segment of sales and lead
generation.While inside sales is undeniably effective, it has caused conflicts between younger,
disruptive, more technically savvy upstarts selling over the phone, and existing outside
sales.Initially, inside sales was relegated to generating leads for the more senior outside sales
reps or merely closing the smaller account. Today, inside sales is a strategic imperative for
companies of all sizes, as it has become a high-velocity sales model that quickly delivers
significant revenue.Are you a CEO, CFO, or EVP responsible for sales management? If you are
not tracking the trends related to a high-velocity sales model, you run the risk of falling behind
your competitors. Don’t let that happen. Take an hour to read this book, and share it with friends



and colleagues in your profession. Consider how building a high-velocity inside sales team could
benefit your organization and keep you ahead of your competitors.Executive education is critical
when building a high-velocity sales team. The rapid growth of inside sales has created a
situation where the demand for talent exceeds the supply. Being familiar with the concepts that
are covered in this book will help you to find the right talent to lead your high-velocity sales
organization and understand whether they are taking the right steps to build and lead the team.If
you are reading this book and are directly involved with setting sales strategies and processes
within your organization, carve out a small group within your sales organization as your test
case. Use this book to educate yourself on the concepts, methods, and processes ascribed to
the high-velocity sales model, and start applying some or all of the elements of this model to
your test team. Compare the results and ROI to your other sales teams to see the benefits of the
high-velocity sales model.There are many sources where one can glean information on how to
build a high-velocity inside sales team. Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk have combined their real-
life experiences and thought leadership with interviews of other industry experts into a single,
easy-to-read book. They have taken a complex process that would take years to learn through
experience and reduced it into 42 short, to-the-point rules. These rules give you or your selected
inside sales leader a clear path for building a high-velocity inside sales team that will quickly
deliver results to your bottom line.ForewordForeword by Ken Krogue, Founder and President,
The pragmatic definition of inside sales is simple: inside sales is remote sales.It has been called
virtual sales, professional sales done remotely, or, one of my favorites, “sales in the cloud.”
Whereas outside sales are done face-to-face, today most sales are being done remotely.The
term “inside sales” originally came about as an attempt to differentiate “telemarketing” (or
“telesales”) from the more complex, “high-touch,” phone-based, business-to-business (B2B),
and business-to-consumer (B2C) selling practices.Telemarketing is believed to have begun in
the 1950s. Dial America Marketing is reported to be the first company dedicated to telephone
sales and services. By the 1970s, “telemarketing” was a common term used to describe selling
over the phone. It often included outbound and inbound sales, but later became more
synonymous with calls to lists of names, stereotypically while the family is having dinner.By the
late 1990s, “inside sales” was the term used to differentiate the practice from outside sales—the
traditional face-to-face sales model where sales people traveled to the client’s location of
business.When I started my first inside sales team in 1991 at Franklin Covey, we were breaking
new ground. Outside sales was our primary sales channel.Since 1991, inside sales has become
a mainstream sales channel. In industries like management consulting, advertising/PR,
healthcare, and education, it has overtaken outside sales in terms of number of employees.In
2004, when Dave Elkington and I founded , we searched the keyword “inside sales” on Google,
and no one else was there. Today, tens of thousands of companies are trying to hire inside sales
reps. What was an experiment has become the fastest growing segment of sales and lead
generation.While inside sales is undeniably effective, it has caused conflicts between younger,
disruptive, more technically savvy upstarts selling over the phone, and existing outside



sales.Initially, inside sales was relegated to generating leads for the more senior outside sales
reps or merely closing the smaller account. Today, inside sales is a strategic imperative for
companies of all sizes, as it has become a high-velocity sales model that quickly delivers
significant revenue.Are you a CEO, CFO, or EVP responsible for sales management? If you are
not tracking the trends related to a high-velocity sales model, you run the risk of falling behind
your competitors. Don’t let that happen. Take an hour to read this book, and share it with friends
and colleagues in your profession. Consider how building a high-velocity inside sales team could
benefit your organization and keep you ahead of your competitors.Executive education is critical
when building a high-velocity sales team. The rapid growth of inside sales has created a
situation where the demand for talent exceeds the supply. Being familiar with the concepts that
are covered in this book will help you to find the right talent to lead your high-velocity sales
organization and understand whether they are taking the right steps to build and lead the team.If
you are reading this book and are directly involved with setting sales strategies and processes
within your organization, carve out a small group within your sales organization as your test
case. Use this book to educate yourself on the concepts, methods, and processes ascribed to
the high-velocity sales model, and start applying some or all of the elements of this model to
your test team. Compare the results and ROI to your other sales teams to see the benefits of the
high-velocity sales model.There are many sources where one can glean information on how to
build a high-velocity inside sales team. Lori Harmon and Debbi Funk have combined their real-
life experiences and thought leadership with interviews of other industry experts into a single,
easy-to-read book. They have taken a complex process that would take years to learn through
experience and reduced it into 42 short, to-the-point rules. These rules give you or your selected
inside sales leader a clear path for building a high-velocity inside sales team that will quickly
deliver results to your bottom line.IntroductionTraditionally, sales has been focused on outside
sales reps. These reps had seemingly unlimited expense accounts—they were road warriors
traveling over 50 percent of the time to close BIG deals. Sales cycles were long and
measurements were quarterly—often resulting in end-of-quarter surprises if a large deal did not
close.Inside sales has broken all of the traditional sales rules.“Inside sales” originated as a term
in the 1980s to differentiate these reps from outside sales reps. Initially, many people were
skeptical that it would work. They believed you had to be meeting with a prospect face-to-face,
taking them out to play golf, and wining and dining them. In 1995, when I built my first inside
sales team, most of my time was spent selling the concept internally and convincing the outside
sales team that it would be to their benefit. Outside sales said it would not work. Outside sales
was angry because it was eating into their budget. Outside sales was concerned that it would
impact their commissions and disenfranchise their customers and prospects.However, the
concept of a lower-cost sales channel was appealing to company executives. Inside sales reps
were paid less money, did not need to travel or have big expense accounts. They could contact
significantly more prospects and have more prospect meetings on a daily basis. They were
measured on weekly and monthly metrics, which improved forecasting accuracy. Fortunately, the



executives at the company where I worked were very supportive of building an inside sales team
and it paid off as the team grew revenue from $0 to $50 million in two years. According to John
Stringer, currently CEO of Producer’s Forum and former CEO of Wyse Technology, “Even though
I had developed several traditional outside sales forces and, in 1995, was an EVP of Worldwide
Sales, I could see early on that inside sales would be a game-changer. With their cost-effective
nature and ability to touch so many more customers and prospects on a daily basis, it was clear
inside sales would break the rules of traditional sales models.”1As the tools evolved and inside
sales was given the ability to give presentations, online demos, and then have face-to-face
meetings with tools like Skype, there were very few traditional outside sales activities that they
could not complete from their desks.Then, buyers started driving the need for inside sales.
Buyers prefer to deal with a person via phone, email, or over the Internet. The process is more ef-
ficient for buyers so they are more productive.A 2009 Market Size Study2 by Info USA (as cited
by Krogue 2013) indicated that inside sales was growing at a rate of 15 times than that of
outside sales. With such a large jump in the number of inside sales reps, the BLS.gov & 2013
Market Size Study3 (also cited by Krogue 2013) from now shows that inside sales is growing
three times as fast as outside sales. In 2013, one million inside sales jobs will be added, which is
a 26 percent growth rate over 2012.4 Outside sales reps today spend significantly more time on
the phone and are beginning to take on many of the characteristics of inside sales reps. The
roles of outside sales and inside sales are coming together but the primary approach is
leveraging the phone, Internet, and key productivity tools (Rule 13) to sell.According to Lars
Leckie, Managing Partner at venture capital (VC) firm, Hummer Winblad,The new high-velocity
business model using inside sales is as big of a disrupter to sales as SaaS was to software. This
model is a competitive differentiator that will give companies a two-year lead in terms of their
growth rate versus the old outside sales model. Venture capitalists will not invest in a company
without a well-thought-out inside sales plan. Innovation isn’t just for products; companies need
innovation in sales too.5IntroductionTraditionally, sales has been focused on outside sales reps.
These reps had seemingly unlimited expense accounts—they were road warriors traveling over
50 percent of the time to close BIG deals. Sales cycles were long and measurements were
quarterly—often resulting in end-of-quarter surprises if a large deal did not close.Inside sales
has broken all of the traditional sales rules.“Inside sales” originated as a term in the 1980s to
differentiate these reps from outside sales reps. Initially, many people were skeptical that it would
work. They believed you had to be meeting with a prospect face-to-face, taking them out to play
golf, and wining and dining them. In 1995, when I built my first inside sales team, most of my
time was spent selling the concept internally and convincing the outside sales team that it would
be to their benefit. Outside sales said it would not work. Outside sales was angry because it was
eating into their budget. Outside sales was concerned that it would impact their commissions
and disenfranchise their customers and prospects.However, the concept of a lower-cost sales
channel was appealing to company executives. Inside sales reps were paid less money, did not
need to travel or have big expense accounts. They could contact significantly more prospects



and have more prospect meetings on a daily basis. They were measured on weekly and monthly
metrics, which improved forecasting accuracy. Fortunately, the executives at the company where
I worked were very supportive of building an inside sales team and it paid off as the team grew
revenue from $0 to $50 million in two years. According to John Stringer, currently CEO of
Producer’s Forum and former CEO of Wyse Technology, “Even though I had developed several
traditional outside sales forces and, in 1995, was an EVP of Worldwide Sales, I could see early
on that inside sales would be a game-changer. With their cost-effective nature and ability to
touch so many more customers and prospects on a daily basis, it was clear inside sales would
break the rules of traditional sales models.”1As the tools evolved and inside sales was given the
ability to give presentations, online demos, and then have face-to-face meetings with tools like
Skype, there were very few traditional outside sales activities that they could not complete from
their desks.Then, buyers started driving the need for inside sales. Buyers prefer to deal with a
person via phone, email, or over the Internet. The process is more ef-ficient for buyers so they
are more productive.A 2009 Market Size Study2 by Info USA (as cited by Krogue 2013)
indicated that inside sales was growing at a rate of 15 times than that of outside sales. With such
a large jump in the number of inside sales reps, the BLS.gov & 2013 Market Size Study3 (also
cited by Krogue 2013) from now shows that inside sales is growing three times as fast as
outside sales. In 2013, one million inside sales jobs will be added, which is a 26 percent growth
rate over 2012.4 Outside sales reps today spend significantly more time on the phone and are
beginning to take on many of the characteristics of inside sales reps. The roles of outside sales
and inside sales are coming together but the primary approach is leveraging the phone, Internet,
and key productivity tools (Rule 13) to sell.According to Lars Leckie, Managing Partner at
venture capital (VC) firm, Hummer Winblad,The new high-velocity business model using inside
sales is as big of a disrupter to sales as SaaS was to software. This model is a competitive
differentiator that will give companies a two-year lead in terms of their growth rate versus the old
outside sales model. Venture capitalists will not invest in a company without a well-thought-out
inside sales plan. Innovation isn’t just for products; companies need innovation in sales
too.5Rule 1Rules Are Meant to Be BrokenThe strategic nature of these teams combined with the
limited talent available has created a requirement for much more hands-on management.This
book provides you with rules for building a high-velocity inside sales team that are based on our
years of experience. They are proven and re-peatable. However, it is important to note that every
situation is not the same so there needs to be a degree of flexibility.The concept of inside sales
itself was a rule breaker. In more recent years some of the rules about how to hire, structure, and
manage an inside sales team have also been broken.In Rule 8 you will read about hiring. At a
time when the job market was highly competitive, it was dif-ficult to find experienced inside sales
people. At that time we searched to hire junior reps that had some high technology sales
experience and were looking for a career path. The company’s internal recruiter was having a
hard time sourcing candidates and we had several open positions on the team. It was time to
think outside the box. What skills were needed for the position and what could be taught? We



hired a candidate with sales experience, but he was in the financial services industry. He was
looking to get into high technology and was motivated to learn. If he could successfully sell
financial services, then chances are, he could successfully sell other things too. Guess what?
He could and he ended up being one of our most successful hires. It is important to note in
breaking this rule, extra onboarding and coaching was necessary for him to become
successful.Rule 6 talks about “virtual teams,” a concept that used to be taboo. When inside sales
teams were started, the best practice was to build centralized teams at your corporate
headquarters. Now distributed centralization and virtual teams are common. This is due to the
technology now available to enable teams and individuals to work and be managed
remotely.Speaking of technology, inside sales started being completely phone-based. However,
email, customer relationship management (CRM) systems, power dialers, web-conferencing
technology, and social media have fueled the explosion of the inside sales profession. These
services have given these reps numerous ways to find, connect, and communicate with
customers and prospects.The roles of inside sales reps have also broken the original rules. In
the beginning, an inside sales rep performed all functions, including lead qualification, closing
deals, and managing installed base accounts. Today, these functions have been separated into
three individual roles based on the fact that each one requires a different skill set.Finally, the
growth of inside sales has broken the rule of smiling, dialing, and reading scripts. The strategic
nature of these teams combined with the limited talent available has created a requirement for
much more hands-on management. Coaching and mentoring are more important than ever in
building highly motivated, effective, and engaged teams.While we don’t recommend that you
intentionally set out to break rules, sometimes you need to be flexible to move forward. The
business world is dynamic so very few situations are exactly the same. If you need to break a
rule, make sure you have considered the possible outcomes.What rules have you broken with a
positive outcome?Rule 1Rules Are Meant to Be BrokenThe strategic nature of these teams
combined with the limited talent available has created a requirement for much more hands-on
management.This book provides you with rules for building a high-velocity inside sales team
that are based on our years of experience. They are proven and re-peatable. However, it is
important to note that every situation is not the same so there needs to be a degree of
flexibility.The concept of inside sales itself was a rule breaker. In more recent years some of the
rules about how to hire, structure, and manage an inside sales team have also been broken.In
Rule 8 you will read about hiring. At a time when the job market was highly competitive, it was dif-
ficult to find experienced inside sales people. At that time we searched to hire junior reps that
had some high technology sales experience and were looking for a career path. The company’s
internal recruiter was having a hard time sourcing candidates and we had several open positions
on the team. It was time to think outside the box. What skills were needed for the position and
what could be taught? We hired a candidate with sales experience, but he was in the financial
services industry. He was looking to get into high technology and was motivated to learn. If he
could successfully sell financial services, then chances are, he could successfully sell other



things too. Guess what? He could and he ended up being one of our most successful hires. It is
important to note in breaking this rule, extra onboarding and coaching was necessary for him to
become successful.Rule 6 talks about “virtual teams,” a concept that used to be taboo. When
inside sales teams were started, the best practice was to build centralized teams at your
corporate headquarters. Now distributed centralization and virtual teams are common. This is
due to the technology now available to enable teams and individuals to work and be managed
remotely.Speaking of technology, inside sales started being completely phone-based. However,
email, customer relationship management (CRM) systems, power dialers, web-conferencing
technology, and social media have fueled the explosion of the inside sales profession. These
services have given these reps numerous ways to find, connect, and communicate with
customers and prospects.The roles of inside sales reps have also broken the original rules. In
the beginning, an inside sales rep performed all functions, including lead qualification, closing
deals, and managing installed base accounts. Today, these functions have been separated into
three individual roles based on the fact that each one requires a different skill set.Finally, the
growth of inside sales has broken the rule of smiling, dialing, and reading scripts. The strategic
nature of these teams combined with the limited talent available has created a requirement for
much more hands-on management. Coaching and mentoring are more important than ever in
building highly motivated, effective, and engaged teams.While we don’t recommend that you
intentionally set out to break rules, sometimes you need to be flexible to move forward. The
business world is dynamic so very few situations are exactly the same. If you need to break a
rule, make sure you have considered the possible outcomes.What rules have you broken with a
positive outcome?Section IStrategy, Planning, and AlignmentYou are considering building an
inside sales team. Great! Before you start hiring, consider your goals and objectives to
effectively plan out your inside sales strategy. Know what kind(s) of inside sales team(s) you
plan to build and the profile of the candidates that will be hired.Section IStrategy, Planning, and
AlignmentYou are considering building an inside sales team. Great! Before you start hiring,
consider your goals and objectives to effectively plan out your inside sales strategy. Know what
kind(s) of inside sales team(s) you plan to build and the profile of the candidates that will be
hired.Rule 2Have a Go-to-Market StrategyWe…proved that [inside sales] could win a high close
rate at one-third the cost and in one-third the time.Let’s face the facts; your product and/or
service address a unique market segment. You need to take a close look at what defines your
target market and what value you bring to it before determining if building an inside sales team is
right for your company. It is critical that every company has a go-to-market strategy.Start with a
clear understanding of the following:What products are you selling? One or many?Who is your
customer/prospect—are your sales business-to-business (B2B) or business-to-consumer
(B2C)?Who is your competition?What is their “go-to-market” strategy?What is their competitive
advantage?What is your competitive advantage?Once you answer these questions you can
begin to design a sales strategy, position your company to go to market, and win the game.Now
let’s break it down by buyer type—consumer or business?If your product is targeted at the



consumer (B2C), then you must consider the profile of your most likely
buyer.GenderAgeDemographicWhat value does your product provide?Where do they shop
(retail, high-end department store, online, discount stores)?What is your distribution method
(direct sales, retail sales, channel distribution)?If you are targeting a business (B2B) as your
buyer, then the following needs to be determined.What type of companies will purchase your
products(large enterprises, small to medium businesses, Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs), Value Added Resellers (VARs), Systems Integrators (SIs), resellers, distributors, or a
combination of all of these?What market verticals are you targeting?What titles in the target
companies will make the purchase decision? Will these titles be reachable via telephone? For
example, doctors are rarely available by phone and require a face-to-face sales approach,
whereas real estate agents are easy to reach; corporate contacts are somewhere in
between.What are your price points?What is your (estimated) average deal size?What is your
(estimated) length-of-sales cycle?How will you sell it? This is where your channel strategy
comes in.Armed with this information you will be able to determine if it makes sense for your
company to build an inside sales team. Inside sales teams are typically used in the following
situations:To uncover and qualify leads for outside sales, an inside sales team that closes
business, or recruits and manages channel partnersTo close deals over the phone (typically up
to $50,000 but this is not a hard and fast rule) with direct customers or through channel
partners.To team with an outside sales team to advance larger deals (greater than $50,000)
through the sales cycle.A great example of a company using their go-to-market strategy to begin
sales with an inside sales team is . When the company started they were selling their SaaS
customer relationship management (CRM) solution to small and medium businesses. The price
point and target market did not support having an outside sales team. According to Marc Benioff
in his book Behind the Cloud, “We … proved that [inside sales] could win a high close rate at
one-third the cost and in one-third the time as the traditional selling model.”6Only when added
enterprise accounts to their target market did they begin investing in an outside sales force.As a
rule, any organization can benefit from the economics of an inside sales organization. The lower
the average deal size and the shorter the sales cycle, the more it makes sense to utilize an
inside sales team.What is your go-to-market strategy?Rule 2Have a Go-to-Market StrategyWe…
proved that [inside sales] could win a high close rate at one-third the cost and in one-third the
time.Let’s face the facts; your product and/or service address a unique market segment. You
need to take a close look at what defines your target market and what value you bring to it before
determining if building an inside sales team is right for your company. It is critical that every
company has a go-to-market strategy.Start with a clear understanding of the following:What
products are you selling? One or many?Who is your customer/prospect—are your sales
business-to-business (B2B) or business-to-consumer (B2C)?Who is your competition?What is
their “go-to-market” strategy?What is their competitive advantage?What is your competitive
advantage?Once you answer these questions you can begin to design a sales strategy, position
your company to go to market, and win the game.Now let’s break it down by buyer type—



consumer or business?If your product is targeted at the consumer (B2C), then you must
consider the profile of your most likely buyer.GenderAgeDemographicWhat value does your
product provide?Where do they shop (retail, high-end department store, online, discount
stores)?What is your distribution method (direct sales, retail sales, channel distribution)?If you
are targeting a business (B2B) as your buyer, then the following needs to be determined.What
type of companies will purchase your products(large enterprises, small to medium businesses,
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), Value Added Resellers (VARs), Systems Integrators
(SIs), resellers, distributors, or a combination of all of these?What market verticals are you
targeting?What titles in the target companies will make the purchase decision? Will these titles
be reachable via telephone? For example, doctors are rarely available by phone and require a
face-to-face sales approach, whereas real estate agents are easy to reach; corporate contacts
are somewhere in between.What are your price points?What is your (estimated) average deal
size?What is your (estimated) length-of-sales cycle?How will you sell it? This is where your
channel strategy comes in.Armed with this information you will be able to determine if it makes
sense for your company to build an inside sales team. Inside sales teams are typically used in
the following situations:To uncover and qualify leads for outside sales, an inside sales team that
closes business, or recruits and manages channel partnersTo close deals over the phone
(typically up to $50,000 but this is not a hard and fast rule) with direct customers or through
channel partners.To team with an outside sales team to advance larger deals (greater than
$50,000) through the sales cycle.A great example of a company using their go-to-market
strategy to begin sales with an inside sales team is . When the company started they were
selling their SaaS customer relationship management (CRM) solution to small and medium
businesses. The price point and target market did not support having an outside sales team.
According to Marc Benioff in his book Behind the Cloud, “We … proved that [inside sales] could
win a high close rate at one-third the cost and in one-third the time as the traditional selling
model.”6Only when added enterprise accounts to their target market did they begin investing in
an outside sales force.As a rule, any organization can benefit from the economics of an inside
sales organization. The lower the average deal size and the shorter the sales cycle, the more it
makes sense to utilize an inside sales team.What is your go-to-market strategy?Rule
3Understand the FunnelThe sales funnel is a simple, visual representation of the sales
process.For those that have never been in sales, your sales funnel is a key component of
building your high-velocity inside sales team.The sales funnel is a simple, visual representation
of the sales process. The top is wide and it is where all of the inquiries flow into the funnel. The
middle is where your qualification takes place, and the bottom is your closed business being
converted into revenue.This traditional representation was meant to illustrate a simple
breakdown of sales stages, number and value of each opportunity in the funnel, and the
conversion rate between each sales stage. As technology, business models, and
communication preferences have changed, the funnel has become more complicated. Leads
and opportunities now flow in and out of the funnel at different stages of the process.At the very



top of the funnel, inquiries from potential buyers come in. These are then nurtured by marketing
until they become marketing qualified leads (MQLs). MQLs are passed to sales development for
live qualification. If they meet the qualification criteria they become sales qualified leads (SQLs).
SQLs get converted to opportunities and these move through the remainder of the sales
stages.Once an SQL is converted to an opportunity it becomes part of the sales pipeline. The
sales pipeline is the set of opportunities that have a potential to close at a specified date. The
total number of opportunities in the pipeline with a close date of the current quarter is called the
“current quarter pipeline.” The set of deals with close dates during future quarters is the “future
quarter pipeline.” The combination of the current quarter and future quarter pipeline deals is
considered “all pipeline.”The design of the sales funnel is to provide sales reps and sales
management with a visual of the company’s sales process. It also helps to identify trends and
performance associated with a lead going through the funnel and becoming a closed deal; in
other words, going through the pipeline.A basic sales funnel will show sales management a
picture of the pipeline opportunities broken down by sales stage (Rule 25). Sales management
can see how many opportunities their team is working on and what stages most opportunities
are in.Looking at a sales funnel over time will allow you to see if the number of opportunities are
growing or shrinking. Measuring conversion rates between each stage of the funnel and
between MQLs, SQLs, and closed deals will provide valuable metrics for forecasting and
budgeting for pipeline development requirements.The sales funnel allows sales management to
measure deal velocity, or how long an opportunity is in each sales stage. Knowing where
opportunities get slowed down is an area where improvements can be made to accelerate your
entire sales process.At one company, we determined that Sales Stage 2 and Sales Stage 5
were the stages that took the longest in the sales process. Sales Stage 2 was where success
criteria for the deal were established. Sales Stage 5 was the process where the contract was
negotiated. Since the longer of those two was the contracting process we decided to tackle that
one first to shorten the overall sales cycle. We made a number of improvements in both
automation and the approval process involving finance and legal. The end result was a 52
percent improvement in Stage 5 and a 20 percent improvement in the entire sales process,
taking the average sales cycle from eight months to six months.What does your sales funnel
look like?Rule 3Understand the FunnelThe sales funnel is a simple, visual representation of the
sales process.For those that have never been in sales, your sales funnel is a key component of
building your high-velocity inside sales team.The sales funnel is a simple, visual representation
of the sales process. The top is wide and it is where all of the inquiries flow into the funnel. The
middle is where your qualification takes place, and the bottom is your closed business being
converted into revenue.This traditional representation was meant to illustrate a simple
breakdown of sales stages, number and value of each opportunity in the funnel, and the
conversion rate between each sales stage. As technology, business models, and
communication preferences have changed, the funnel has become more complicated. Leads
and opportunities now flow in and out of the funnel at different stages of the process.At the very



top of the funnel, inquiries from potential buyers come in. These are then nurtured by marketing
until they become marketing qualified leads (MQLs). MQLs are passed to sales development for
live qualification. If they meet the qualification criteria they become sales qualified leads (SQLs).
SQLs get converted to opportunities and these move through the remainder of the sales
stages.Once an SQL is converted to an opportunity it becomes part of the sales pipeline. The
sales pipeline is the set of opportunities that have a potential to close at a specified date. The
total number of opportunities in the pipeline with a close date of the current quarter is called the
“current quarter pipeline.” The set of deals with close dates during future quarters is the “future
quarter pipeline.” The combination of the current quarter and future quarter pipeline deals is
considered “all pipeline.”The design of the sales funnel is to provide sales reps and sales
management with a visual of the company’s sales process. It also helps to identify trends and
performance associated with a lead going through the funnel and becoming a closed deal; in
other words, going through the pipeline.A basic sales funnel will show sales management a
picture of the pipeline opportunities broken down by sales stage (Rule 25). Sales management
can see how many opportunities their team is working on and what stages most opportunities
are in.Looking at a sales funnel over time will allow you to see if the number of opportunities are
growing or shrinking. Measuring conversion rates between each stage of the funnel and
between MQLs, SQLs, and closed deals will provide valuable metrics for forecasting and
budgeting for pipeline development requirements.The sales funnel allows sales management to
measure deal velocity, or how long an opportunity is in each sales stage. Knowing where
opportunities get slowed down is an area where improvements can be made to accelerate your
entire sales process.At one company, we determined that Sales Stage 2 and Sales Stage 5
were the stages that took the longest in the sales process. Sales Stage 2 was where success
criteria for the deal were established. Sales Stage 5 was the process where the contract was
negotiated. Since the longer of those two was the contracting process we decided to tackle that
one first to shorten the overall sales cycle. We made a number of improvements in both
automation and the approval process involving finance and legal. The end result was a 52
percent improvement in Stage 5 and a 20 percent improvement in the entire sales process,
taking the average sales cycle from eight months to six months.What does your sales funnel
look like?Rule 4Know What Type of Team You NeedOver the years inside sales has become
more specialized.When inside sales teams were first started, the inside sales reps would
perform all of the different selling tasks: lead identification and qualification, selling new business
and managing installed base accounts. Over the years inside sales has become more
specialized based on their targeted results and the different skills required to perform the various
functions.This rule defines the different types of inside sales teams that you should consider
when implementing a high-velocity inside sales channel.Sales or Business Development: in a
direct sales environment, the purpose of a sales development team is to increase revenue by
identifying and generating qualified leads that increase the number of opportunities in the
pipeline. These reps uncover qualified leads either by following up on or nurturing marketing



qualified leads (MQLs), leveraging social selling skills or cold calling. Once they identify a sales
qualified lead (SQL), the sales development rep (SDR) sets a meeting with the quali-fied lead
and the appropriate sales rep. SDRs do not close business.Channel Sales Development: SDRs
working primarily with channel partners have the same purpose as SDRs in a direct sales
environment. However, their responsibility is to indirectly increase revenue through channel
partners. Their activities may be expanded beyond those described above for direct sales SDRs.
SDRs supporting a channel sales model can be assigned to perform channel-specific
campaigns. These campaigns help onboard and ramp up a channel partner faster with the goal
of helping the partners become self-sufficient and able to close deals on their own. Examples
include: calling campaigns to the partner’s installed base or lead list to generate interest in new
products, hosting on-site partner visits so the partner can listen to the SDR calls, and/or help fill
seats at a partner event.Inside Sales: the purpose of inside sales is to remotely generate
revenue for the company by closing deals. These teams can be struc tured in several different
ways.If a company has deals with short sales cycles and low dollar values that can be closed in
one to two calls, MQLs can be passed directly to inside sales and closed. There is no need for
an SDR team.For longer sales cycles, inside sales would receive SQLs from SDRs. Depending
on the deal size (Rule 2) and buyer buying preferences, inside sales reps can then manage the
lead through the entire sales cycle and close the business. They may also be partnered with
outside sales reps and jointly manage the lead through the sales cycle (Rule 20).Inside sales
reps can be focused only on managing installed base accounts. This would include selling
additional products to installed base accounts and/or renewing installed base
contracts.Renewal sales can be separated into a renewals inside sales team (Rule 27).When
channel partners are involved, inside sales can manage prospects through the sales cycle and
then pass the deal to a channel partner for fulfillment. Channel inside sales make up 17 percent
of the inside sales models in today’s market.7Lead Researcher8 or Sales Enablement Reps: a
new inside sales role that is in its infancy is a lead researcher or sales enablement rep. These
reps clean and enhance the lead data with contact phone numbers and company information,
such as company size, number of employees, and other profile information. They may also clean
up installed base information and create quotes for renewal customers.Rule 4Know What Type
of Team You NeedOver the years inside sales has become more specialized.When inside sales
teams were first started, the inside sales reps would perform all of the different selling tasks:
lead identification and qualification, selling new business and managing installed base accounts.
Over the years inside sales has become more specialized based on their targeted results and
the different skills required to perform the various functions.This rule defines the different types
of inside sales teams that you should consider when implementing a high-velocity inside sales
channel.Sales or Business Development: in a direct sales environment, the purpose of a sales
development team is to increase revenue by identifying and generating qualified leads that
increase the number of opportunities in the pipeline. These reps uncover qualified leads either
by following up on or nurturing marketing qualified leads (MQLs), leveraging social selling skills



or cold calling. Once they identify a sales qualified lead (SQL), the sales development rep (SDR)
sets a meeting with the quali-fied lead and the appropriate sales rep. SDRs do not close
business.Channel Sales Development: SDRs working primarily with channel partners have the
same purpose as SDRs in a direct sales environment. However, their responsibility is to
indirectly increase revenue through channel partners. Their activities may be expanded beyond
those described above for direct sales SDRs. SDRs supporting a channel sales model can be
assigned to perform channel-specific campaigns. These campaigns help onboard and ramp up
a channel partner faster with the goal of helping the partners become self-sufficient and able to
close deals on their own. Examples include: calling campaigns to the partner’s installed base or
lead list to generate interest in new products, hosting on-site partner visits so the partner can
listen to the SDR calls, and/or help fill seats at a partner event.Inside Sales: the purpose of
inside sales is to remotely generate revenue for the company by closing deals. These teams can
be struc tured in several different ways.If a company has deals with short sales cycles and low
dollar values that can be closed in one to two calls, MQLs can be passed directly to inside sales
and closed. There is no need for an SDR team.For longer sales cycles, inside sales would
receive SQLs from SDRs. Depending on the deal size (Rule 2) and buyer buying preferences,
inside sales reps can then manage the lead through the entire sales cycle and close the
business. They may also be partnered with outside sales reps and jointly manage the lead
through the sales cycle (Rule 20).Inside sales reps can be focused only on managing installed
base accounts. This would include selling additional products to installed base accounts and/or
renewing installed base contracts.Renewal sales can be separated into a renewals inside sales
team (Rule 27).When channel partners are involved, inside sales can manage prospects
through the sales cycle and then pass the deal to a channel partner for fulfillment. Channel
inside sales make up 17 percent of the inside sales models in today’s market.7Lead
Researcher8 or Sales Enablement Reps: a new inside sales role that is in its infancy is a lead
researcher or sales enablement rep. These reps clean and enhance the lead data with contact
phone numbers and company information, such as company size, number of employees, and
other profile information. They may also clean up installed base information and create quotes
for renewal customers.When channel partners are involved, inside sales can manage prospects
through the sales cycle and then pass the deal to a channel partner for fulfillment. Channel
inside sales make up 17 percent of the inside sales models in today’s market.7Lead
Researcher8 or Sales Enablement Reps: a new inside sales role that is in its infancy is a lead
researcher or sales enablement rep. These reps clean and enhance the lead data with contact
phone numbers and company information, such as company size, number of employees, and
other profile information. They may also clean up installed base information and create quotes
for renewal customers.
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Steve Keifer, “Great Primer on the Future of Sales. The book covers a broad range of topics from
compensation and performance metrics to hiring criteria and organizational models. There are
good explanations of the different types of functions within Inside Sales (lead identification, new
business sales and managing existing accounts) as well recommendations on how to team with
Field Sales. If you have worked in sales or marketing then much of the information will be
familiar to you. However, I suspect you will not have seen all of the concepts packaged in such a
well-written, easy-to-read format.I would have liked to see more depth on the concept of a high-
velocity, low-touch business model. And also more on best practices for scaling an Inside Sales
Organization from small to large.Nonetheless, I would recommend the book for anyone seeking
an introduction or a refresher on Inside Sales.”

SengHee Tan, “Must-read for all sales leader and inside sales professional. This book is a great
resource for anyone in the business of selling. Great advice from the authors - Don't be afraid to
ask for expert advice. Inside sales has growing 300% faster than outside sales. To me, that is
just the beginning. It will keep growing. Here's why.In the introduction, Ken Krogue said, "The
pragmatic definition of inside sales is simple: inside sales is remote sales." The operative word
is "remote sales." These days, buyers call the shot. That translates to "remote buying." Way
back in 1994, Amazon started to popularize online buying . . remotely. Today, I buy books,
vitamins, and all my household white goods online . . from remote sellers.Why would a B2B
buyer restrict himself to buying from a vendor who has a salesperson to meet him face to face?I
recommend this book to anyone in business and in selling.”

David Moravec, “Excellent Material for a variety of levels. I love the format as it is concise and to
the point. With one rule per 2 pages, the practicality of it is fantastic! The book drove me to think
about each of the criteria/rules as it applied to my business situation. I like #1 especially (and 41)
because a one-size fits all doesn’t work and the author claims throughout that we must take the
information and use it in our own situation. I love their thought provoking question (bold) at the
end of each rule and love the fact that they have broken it up into 4 bite-size sections. I will hand
this book off many others and can recommend it without reservation. Money well spent!”

Rich N, “A Good Inside Sales Primer. A good primer for anyone interested in better
understanding what makes an Inside Sales team "tick". Most of the rules are fairly obvious,
however the author does a good job of tying many of them together and helping the reader to fill
in blanks for themselves around how they might apply them in their particular selling
environment.”

Vinay Kashyap, “Some great non-obvious insights for inside sales managers. Targeted at VP
Inside Sales or Director Inside Sales - the book has some very tactical / operational best



practices to get your inside sales team off the ground. Especially helpful is the benchmarking
data to better understand how your organization stacks up.”

Joseph O Vallina, “Needs an editor but the info is solid. The information is very useful, especially
to new sales managers. The authors would do well to get a real editor for the next edition.”

Brian M, “Handy great primer on telesales mgt. Used it for my business w success. Helped us
structure comp plans. Responsibilities, handoffs from lead gen to sales qualification to sales.”

The book by Lori L. Harmon has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 23 people have provided feedback.
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